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Abruzzi 

"Tasty Home Cooking"

The cooking here is typically Italian-delicious and well seasoned. Starters

include ravioli with spinach and ricotta, pasta and bean soup, risotto with

herbs, bucatini all'amatriciana and more. Second course dishes include

roast pork and roulades, spaghetti with clams, fish risotto, and gilthead

and bass cooked in various ways. The inner room is rather small and

intimate which makes it suitable for couples. The air-conditioning is useful

in summer while outside tables are protected by giant potted plants.

 +39 06 679 3897  Via del Vaccaro 1, Rome

Trattoria e Taverna Romana 

"A Perfect Meal"

A wonderful place to have a late night dinner as it is situated right next to

the Colosseum and all major historic sights. The atmosphere is very "old

Italian style", with wooden floor and paintings on the walls. The menu

offers a great variety of pasta dishes, and some pizza. Try the gnocchi that

is mouth-wateringly rich. Wine is served by the glass, and all major credit

cards accepted, with reservations being preferred. The main attraction of

this venue is the cheap prices for quality food that sets it apart from all its

competitors.

 +39 06 474 5325  Via della Madonna dei Monti 79, Rome

 by TheFork 

Piccolo Arancio 

"Small With Excellent Cuisine"

The restaurant is not far from the Fontana di Travi in an almost hidden

alleyway that is well-sheltered. Unfortunately it is hard to find parking in

the area. The restaurant is pleasant with an excellent location and is

professionally run. You can come in for post theatre dining on request.

There are plenty of regulars who come here for the excellent Fritters, the

Ossobuco and the Abbachio and on holy fish-eating days, Tuesdays and

Fridays, there is a predominance of seafood. There are some special

dishes such as the Farfalle with zucchini and curry. Round it all off with

delicious dessert like the lemon mousse.

 +39 06 678 6139  www.piccoloarancio.it/  info@piccoloarancio.it  Vicolo Scanderbeg 112,

Rome
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Fortunato al Pantheon 

"Roman Cuisine Loved By Politicians"

Frequented by politicians, Fortunato al Pantheon is where you should try

authentic Roman cuisine. Established in 1979, this restaurant has been

delighting its customers with tantalizing fares, that keep them coming

back for more. Spaghetti alle vongole (clams), gnochetti al gorgonzola,

pasta and lentils and fresh fish are fixed items on the menu. The seasonal

mushroom dishes must be tried to be believed. Superb service. Good

selection of wines are available to accompany your meal.

 +39 06 679 2788  ristorante.dafortunato.it/  Info@ristorantefortunato.it  Via del Pantheon 55, Rome

 by brainseller   

Trattoria der Pallaro 

"Friendliness & Roman Food"

Giovanni and Paola Fazi offer traditional, simple home cooking, and

usually bring your meal to your table themselves. Apart from the classic

antipasti, there is Carbonara, Amatriciana, Pappardelle al pomodoro,

Scaloppine, Straccetti, vegetables, cheeses and desserts that leave the

diner craving for more. The outdoor patio calls for a cozy time while

basking in the sun amidst the fine food and wine. Dine here for a good

time, any day. Payments are accepted through cash only. The restaurant

is open everyday from lunchtime onwards.

 +39 06 6880 1488  www.trattoriaderpallaro.it/  info@trattoriaderpallaro.it  Largo del Pallaro 15, Rome

 by Geoff Peters 604   

Maccheroni 

"Three Enthusiasts"

A friendly, efficient restaurant run by three enthusiasts of good and simple

cooking. Meals are accompanied by soft background music and you can

sit outside in the lovely square during the summer months. Pasta is the

house specialty here; for example, Spaghetti with bacon and onion,

gnocchi, ravioli, or fettuccine with vegetables. The meat dishes are also

good, for example the Veal Roulades. Reservations can be made by

calling ahead or sending an email.

 +39 06 6830 7895  www.ristorantemaccheroni.com/  Piazza delle Coppelle 44, Rome

 by TheFork 

Ditirambo 

"Homemade Bread & Pasta"

Here the bread and pasta are homemade; enjoy them with walnuts, olives,

pumpkin seeds or anything else the cook churns out deliciously. The pasta

is hand-made and served with tasty garnishes such as tagliatelle with

chestnuts or the more traditional tonnarelli with cheese and pepper. All

desserts are homemade too. The wines are excellent and are a perfect

accompaniment for your meal. The interior resembles a country inn with

wood -work and country-style pictures. The seating is comfortable and air

conditioning makes it pleasant in summer.

 +39 06 687 1626  www.ristoranteditirambo.c

om/

 info@ristoranteditirambo.it  Piazza della Cancelleria 75,

Rome
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Obikà Mozzarella Bar 

"It is All About Mozzarella"

Obikà Mozzarella Bar, is the only restaurant bar where all one gets is this

soft white cheese; Mozzarella. If you want to see how a plain cheese can

be made into an interesting nibble, visit Obika. It is only here that one may

find vegetables and meat used as sidekicks. Try the buffalo mozzarella

sampler, burrata, fiordilatte mozzarella or mozzarella served with cherry

tomatoes and spicy calabrian salami, you are bound to be delighted.

 +39 06 683 2630  www.obica.com/restauran

ts/rome-parlamento

 prefetti@obika.it  Piazza di Firenze, Corner Via

dei Prefetti, Rome

 by marcoverch   

Colline Emiliane 

"Emilian Flavors"

If you like good home cooking from the Emilian religion, this is the right

place for you. Attractive, well-kept surroundings, polite, attentive service.

Large, delicious smelling dishes of the famous pasta, home-made in

traditional Bolognese style, issue forth from the kitchen: tortelloni with

pumpkin cooked in butter, or the classic tortelloni in sauce. Boiled meat

with Cremona mustard is also recommended, as well as other meat dishes

like duck in orange sauce. Most of the wines are Emilian. If you are having

dessert, you must try the pear tart. Call ahead for reservations and more

information.

 +39 06 481 7538  www.collineemiliane.com/  collineemilianeroma@gmai

l.com

 Via degli Avignonesi 22,

Rome

Antica Osteria Rugantino 

"Traditional Roman Taste"

Rugantino is the first restaurant you'll see as you walk into the Trastevere

district. The charming outer decor of this eatery may tempt you to step

right in. The interiors have been styled in an surprisingly pleasant old-

fashioned manner. The wait-staff is dressed in traditional folk costumes

and they serve you with an extra bit of love. A genuine Roman aura that

seems to encompass the place, will make your dining experience unique.

The menu offers a variety of Roman dishes and a 'fixed menu' variant,

which includes an appetizer, main course and dessert. The restaurant also

has a well-maintained terrace overlooking the scenic Trastevere.

 +39 06 581 8517 (Reservations)  www.anticaosteriarugantino.com/  Via della Lungaretta 54, Rome

 by TheFork 

Il Desiderio Preso Per La Coda 

"Inspired by Picasso"

A restaurant which boasts an imaginative, innovative cuisine, which could

only be inspired by a comedy written by Picasso! The decor is elegant

without being ostentatious, with excellent service. Too much to enjoy in

one sitting: meatballs in saracen flour; crêpe Pisolini al latte (milk

pancakes) with smoked meat and honey; tagliatelle with pumpkin flowers,

pine nuts, zucchini and parmesan cheese; Tuscan meat dishes like

peposo; vegetarian hamburgers with vegetables; the delicious scottiglia

which is a mixture of meats served on a crust of home-made bread. It is

excellent value for money.

 +39 06 6830 7522  www.ildesideriopresoperl

acoda.com/

 info@ildesideriopresoperla

coda.com

 Vicolo della Palomba 23,

Rome
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Tavernetta Sistina 

"Buon Appetito"

An ideal place for those who love to spend late nights at the nearby

theater or the cinema. The atmosphere is cozy and calm. The restaurant is

run with care and sensitivity by a hospitable family. The home-made pasta

is excellent; the ravioli is not to be missed. Main courses include meat and

fish dishes: the chopped calamari or the fillet steak with porcini

mushrooms are recommended. There is a wide selection of wines, and

you can choose between red or white house wines which come from the

family vineyard.

 +39 06 474 1939  info@tavernettasistina.it  Via Sistina 147, Piazza Barberini, Rome

 by RaSeLaSeD - Il Pinguino   

La Taverna de' Mercanti 

"Stunning Tavern"

This beautiful restaurant, with huge candles on every table and its 17th-

century feel, is the perfect place for a romantic dinner (period dramas are

often filmed here). There is a classic pizzeria menu: fried antipasti,

delicious bruschette, pizzas and desserts. The freshest mozzarella, extra

virgin olive oil and dough are used to create such masterpieces as the

fontina e tartufo pizza and the classic margherita. The desserts are

homemade - the tiramisù, pannacotta and the torte della nonna are very

good. Prices are only slightly higher than in other pizzerias. The ancient

walls and the beams overshadow the rest of the furnishings. However,

there are always new details to catch the eye: garlic, onions and peppers

hang from the beams, as well as antique oil lanterns. People from

centuries past have written along the high walls and their words are still

visible; meat hooks and antique nails and cracks also ooze history.

 +39 06 588 1693  info@tavernademercanti.com  Piazza dei Mercanti 3a, Rome

 by cindy fernandez on 
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Campana 

"Historic Setting & Roman Cuisine"

Historic restaurant serving traditional Roman cuisine, elegant, with

faultless service. All the trademarks of Roman cooking: Fritti, artichokes

alla Guidia and Frittura mista, Rigatoni, All'amatriciana, Roasted Loin of

Pork and Oxtail are traditional favorites. Small, but a great wine list to

complement your meals with. For reservations and more information, call

ahead.

 +39 06 687 5273  www.ristorantelacampana

.com/

 ristorantecampana@gmail.

com

 Vicolo della Campana 18,

Rome
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Il Convivio Troiani 

"Creative & Inspired"

Il Convivio is one of the city's best restaurants and always maintains high

standards of cuisine, service and wine-making. It is hard to describe the

quality and the variety of seasonal dishes in just a few words. However,

meatballs with broccoli and seafood; Eggplant Roulade with cod, grapes

and pine kernels; pumpkin flowers with porcini; and pigeon with lentils

and Kumquat are examples of the fabulous cuisine. The tasting menu is a

great way to experience all this acclaimed restaurant has to offer. The

desserts include Cream Soufflé with almonds and plums flavored with

orange accompanied by a hot chocolate sauce or the Semifreddo

Zabaglione with balsamic vinegar and warm fruit.

 +39 06 686 9432  www.ilconviviotroiani.com

/

 info@ilconviviotroiani.com  Vicolo Dei Soldati 31, Rome
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Ristorante Alla Rampa 

"Regional & International Cuisine"

In breezy weather, the garden and the lovely square are used to seat

guests while facing Trinità dei Monti. The specialty is Penne Alla Rampa

with Gruyère and Speck, and the dishes are mostly traditional like the

Ravioli filled with spinach and Ricotta cheese and the Tonnarelli with

Mazzancolle. The pasta is made on the premises and hence, is served

fresh. The meat dishes are very fulfilling such as the Escalopes with

Calvados, Carpaccio and Ossobuco to name a few. The desserts are rich

and decadent while a good list of wines also features. The furnishings are

traditional but not overly so, the tablecloths are crisp and fresh, and in

summer the air-conditioning keeps the temperature in control.

 +39 06 678 2621  www.allarampa.com/  Piazza Mignanelli 18, Piazza Di Spagna,

Rome
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Pierluigi 

"Vast Selection For All Tastes"

This restaurant has been in existence since 1938 and is constantly

expanding its menu. The restaurant is very popular among locals and

tourists alike who appreciate its rustic atmosphere and excellent cuisine.

The menu is extensive and starters include Farfalle with Radishes or

Maltagliata with Shirmp and Bottarga. Among the main courses, the

Escalopes with Red Pepper are excellent or you could try the Shrimp and

Squid Fritters. In summer there are plenty of cold dishes, carpaccios and

rich salads. Though it is on the expensive side, the food makes it

worthwhile.

 +39 06 686 8717  www.pierluigi.it/  info@pierluigi.it  Piazza De' Ricci 144, Rome

 by TheFork 

Royal Art Cafè 

"Dine with a View"

Located in the historic center of Rome, Royal Art Cafe is an interesting

Italian restaurant and entertainment venue all within site of Colosseum.

Featuring a piano bar, DJ, and events, Royal Art Cafè is an upbeat

location, full of the hot and happening crowd. Patrons relax can relax on

the terrace and enjoy their authentically cooked Italian food while looking

at the nearby Colosseum. The Royal Art Cafe's service staff is pleasant

and always gracious of your presence.

 +39 06 77590 270  www.royalartcafe.it/  Piazza del Colosseo 1, Rome

 by congerdesign   

Osteria da "Zi" Umberto 

"Dine at Your Italian Uncle's"

Located in the heart of the Trastevere district, the restaurant is known for

its delicious Roman cuisine and friendly staff. The menu is written both in

English and Italian and has a variety of appetizers, main courses and

deserts. The "Zi Umberto” appetizer is a must if you are looking for the

traditional Italian way to start your meal- slices of prosciutto and salami,

along with variety of cheeses served on a wooden platter. At the end of

the meal, waiters leave bottles of amaro (herb liquor) on your table (on the

house) as a sign of gratitude. They also have an outdoor seating

overlooking the square. Reservations are required.

 +39 06 581 6646  Piazza della Malva 11, Rome
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Sabatini 

"Tourist Hotspot"

Since 1958, the Sabatini brothers have been offering local cuisine and

seafood fare in their wonderful Sabatini restaurant, facing the church in

the Piazza Santa Maria area. A popular tourist spot, this restaurant is

always throbbing with various people. Equipped with a brimming selection

of Tuscan wines and mouth-watering food, the place is abuzz with

infectious energy. Enjoy the lovely food, great company in this beautiful

city.

 +39 06 581 8307  www.ristorantisabatini.it/  sabatini@ristorantisabatini.

com

 Vicolo Santa Maria in

Trastevere 23, Rome

 by joshuemd   

Il Vero Alfredo 

"Legendary Roman Restaurant"

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford, of silent movie fame, were so

impressed with Il Vero Alfredo that they presented it with a gift of gold

cutlery, with which the establishment is still pleased to serve on special

occasions. Internationally renowned, the restaurant prides itself on its

authentic Roman dishes prepared using traditional recipes. Clientèle is a

mixture of regulars and tourists keen to try out its great fettuccine al triplo

burro for themselves.

 +39 06 687 8734  www.ilveroalfredo.it/  info@ilveroalfredo.it  Piazza Augusto Imperatore

30, Rome

Mama! Eat 

"Soul Food Italiano"

Mama! Eat is a hip restaurant in the district of Trastevere. The items on

the menu are lovingly cooked according to the recipes of the owner's

mother (hence, the name) and are all served with a little twist of their own.

The restaurant serves lunch and dinner. The atmosphere is classy yet

relaxed. Try some of their gluten free options and pair your meal with a

gluten free beer. The staff is friendly and quite accommodating. Don't

forget to end your meal with a delicious dessert from their menu.

 +39 06 580 6222

(Reservations)

 www.mamaeat.com/it/  roberto1navarro@libero.it  Via di San Cosimato 7, Rome
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Moma 

"The Art of Dining"

If a day of shopping at Via Veneto has left you dead tired and in need of a

pick-me-up, Moma has everything you need to feel energized again. The

menu of scrumptious Italian fare is perfectly complemented by the

fantastic selection from the wine bar downstairs, ensuring that you have

nothing short of a great meal. If you're wondering which wine to pair with

your lasagna topped with blue cheese fondue, don't hesitate to ask your

server, who will undoubtedly make the perfect suggestion.

 +39 06 4201 1798  www.ristorantemoma.it/  info@ristorantemoma.it  Via di San Basilio 42/43,

Rome
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Trattoria Monti 

"Cooking from Le Marche"

This restaurant specializes in cuisine from the Marche region of Italy.

When the ingredients are in season, you will find Risotto with Porcini

Mushrooms and various dishes seasoned with the white truffles of

Acqualagna, Ravioli with egg, Fusilli with vegetables, or rabbit and chicory

salad. The wines are all Italian with a wide selection from Le Marche. The

interior is attractive and fitted with air conditioning and the family-run

atmosphere is friendly. Be sure to find a huge gathering here due to its

popularity. Book well in advance to reserve a table.

 +39 06 446 6573  Via San Vito 13a, Rome

 by Travis Yewell on Unsplash 

Dal Bolognese 

"Dining in Piazza del Popolo"

This restaurant looks out onto one of Rome's most beautiful piazzas, in a

comfortable, yet refined setting. This restaurant is a local hangout for

artists, politicians, journalists and businessmen. It looks onto the piazza

del Popolo, and has one room, which resembles a beautiful bourgeois

drawing room, and another room for smokers. You will receive a warm

reception and efficient service in both. Everything here is absolutely

delicious; however, the pasta dishes particulary standout thanks to their

Emilian tradition. Classic dishes are made according to the Bolognese

tradition, and the pièce de resistance is Bollito Misto; also excellent is the

Fritto alla Bolognese with vegetables, meat, crema dolce and apple. There

are fish dishes and homemade pasta recipes.

 +39 06 322 2799  roma.dalbolognese.it/  roma@dalbolognese.it  Piazza del Popolo 1-2, Rome

Rosati 

"Coffee with A View"

Located right on the Piazza del Popolo, Rosati ristorante and cafe was

once a popular eatery among film stars and TV personalities in the

glorious decades of 1960s and 1970s. This former hippy hang-out has

become a fashionable place to meet for a chat over hot coffees or even

formal business lunches. The recent addition of a first-floor dining room

which serves food throughout the day, caters to the large numbers of

visiting tourists and weary pilgrims. Rosati serves wonderful coffee, a

variety of gelato flavors and snacks ranging from light to hearty.

 +39 06 322 5859  www.barrosati.com/  info@ristoranterosati.net  Piazza del Popolo 5A, Rome
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Antico Arco 

"Delicious Italian Fare"

Antico Arco is situated in the district of Gianicolo, in a panoramic garden,

on the first two floors of an 18th-century palazzo. The restaurant is

considered to be one of the best in the capital. A young, but very

professional team provide both excellent food and efficient service. The

cuisine is traditional, but also boasts sparks of creativity, with dishes such

as caramelized pork belly and crispy duck leg with sautéed artichokes and

foe gras. There are also some very good desserts, particularly the

chocolate cakes with a molten chocolate center. There are 1200 wines

available from the extensive list. Booking is advisable. Dinner starts at 7p.

 +39 06 581 5274  www.anticoarco.it/  info@anticoarco.it  Piazzale Aurelio 7, Rome
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Zest 

"Trendy Roman Restaurant at the Radisson"

Located on the seventh floor (and close to the swimming pool) of the

Radisson Blu Es. Hotel, Zest Bar is a hip lounge that offers exceptional

views of Rome's rooftops. Come in for breakfast, lunch or dinner at this

relaxing and enjoyable bar, and then go for a dip in the pool! The

restaurant offers a wonderful spread of Italian delicacies served by a

ready staff. The menu comprises of sandwiches and salads that are filling

and hearty, along with a range of the finest of wines of the region. The bar

is a great spot to hang out in and have a taste of luxury.

 +39 06 44 4841  info.rome@radissonsas.com  Via Filippo Turati 171, Radisson Blu es.

Hotel, Rome
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Mondo Arancina 

"Delectable Italian Fare"

If you are earning for some good Sicilian food in Rome, then Mondo

Arancina serves one of the best in the neighborhood. Known for their

alluring, fresh and delicious food such as arancini and calzone, the

restaurant is not your typical sit down eatery. Still you will find the place

crowded for their delectable food. Come and see why it is such a hit

amongst locals and tourists alike.

 +39 06 9761 9213  www.mondoarancina.com/  Via Marcantonio Colonna 38, Rome
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Al Forno della Soffitta 

"True Neapolitan"

Lovers of true pizza Napoletana, raised with a chewy crust, will line up to

try Stefano's pizzas, every one of which is delicious. The pizzas, served on

wooden chopping boards, are original, varied and incredibly good, for

instance, pizza D'Annunzio (with Provola cheese, onion and chili pepper).

The fried mixed fish dishes and focaccias are also very nice. Delectable

desserts are also offered.

 +39 06 4201 1164  www.alfornodellasoffitta.it

/

 direzione.soffitta@gmail.co

m

 Via Piave 62/64, Rome

 by Richard, enjoy my life!   

Il Matriciano 

"VIP Favorite"

This is a traditional restaurant popular with Roman politicians where it is

possible to eat traditional dishes inspired by Roman cooking. Spaghetti

with clams, gnocchi with gorgonzola, pasta and beans and fresh fish are

the staples of the menu. In season you will also find mushrooms. There is

a good choice of wines.

 +39 06 321 3040  Via dei Gracchi 55, Rome
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Checchino dal 1887 

"Country Cooking At Its Finest!"

The restaurant has long been established in Rome and is now run by

Ninetta Mariani with her sons Francesco and Elio. The restaurant is very

beautiful, with two rooms for smokers and one for non-smokers. The

decor is very attractive and the service attentive and efficient. The typical

Roman country cooking is recreated to be fit for a king. The menu is long

and varied with traditional dishes, including Rigatoni with Pajata,

sweetbreads, tripe, and offal with artichokes. The trolley provides a wide
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choice of local cheeses that are not often found in the shops. There is also

a fantastic dessert menu, with standouts such as spuma di ricotta with

cocoa powder or cinnamon. The wine-list has both Italian and foreign

wines. Call ahead for reservations.

 +39 06 574 6318  www.checchino-

dal-1887.com

 checchino_roma@tin.it  Via di Monte Testaccio 30,

Rome
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Uffa, Che Pizza! 

"Tasty & Original"

Despite the tongue-in-cheek name of the place, which suggests a tiring

abundance of pizza, you will soon be stuffing yourself with one of their

many varieties on the menu, which include some one-of-a-kind

combinations. The new management has impressed customers and made

this a local favorite. Superb homemade pasta and Italian dishes make for a

delicious meal. The casual ambience of the dining place also appeals to

the locals who can be seen hanging out here and quelling their appetite.

 +39 06 4436 2444  Via dei Taurini 39/41, Rome
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Vascello 

"All In One"

Why limit yourself to great local cuisine? Have local and more. And don't

stop there, add pizza, a great choice of meat and fish, and Sardinian

plates. Get it all here. Vascella is a popular dining place in the area with its

impeccable food menu that is specially prepared to retain its flavor and

aroma. Delicate items like thin pizzas and Spaghetti with Bottarga are

served here. The staff is very friendly and approachable, aiding a good

time. Sit outside during the sunny months to bask in the breeze. The

restaurant is closed on Tuesdays.

 +39 06 580 6517  Via Giuseppe Massari 8, Rome

 by TheFork 

Ristorante dal Toscano 

"Monthly Menus"

A popular neighborhood restaurant with a monthly, seasonal menu and an

authentic environment, Dal Toscano is where it's at for local cuisine. Get

their specialties in your mouth or you'll be sorry. From their grilled meats

to house-made desserts, you will not be let down. Cooked and grilled over

an authentic Italian grill, the Bistecca Fiorentina is a specialty at Dal

Tascano. Service is warm and friendly and adds to your Roman retreat.

 +39 06 3972 3373  www.ristorantedaltoscano

.it/

 info@ristorantedaltoscano.i

t

 Via Germanico 58, Roma
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La Tavernaccia 

"Roman Fare That's More Than Fair"

This Roman yummery delights with traditional dishes, pizzas and a nice

wine selection. Whether it's their artichokes alla romana or slices of

prosciutto for starters, or the suckling lamb dish to fill you up, La

Tavernaccia has got you covered. Be sure to check out the cassata

siciliana, a Southern Italian specialty.

 +39 06 581 2792  latavernaccia@virgilio.it  Via Giovanni di Castel Bolognese 63,

Rome
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Al Ceppo 

"Traditional Cuisine"

This restaurant has a comfortable atmosphere and classic surroundings.

The service at Al Ceppo is excellent and close attention is paid to the finer

details of traditional cooking. Fish raviolini, Lasagne with farro (bean flour)

and goat's cheese, spaghetti with telline (cockles) and clams, lamb cutlets

and veal roulade are just a few of the delicious items on offer. The

restaurant also has a good wine list and range of desserts.

 +39 06 841 9696  www.ristorantealceppo.co

m/

 info@ristorantealceppo.it  Via Panama 2, Rome

Tanto Pe 'Magna' 

"Roman Soul Food"

Tanto Pe 'Magna' is a cozy Italian restaurant that offers a variety of

typically Roman dishes. Here, you will find anything from pizza to pasta,

served with delicious appetizers and house wine. The atmosphere is very

relaxed, and the inside are decorated in an old Italian fashion. All major

credit cards are accepted at Tanto Pe 'Magna', and no reservation is

necessary. One of the best places to find cheap food in the city, it is a

favorite hangout place for locals in the mood for a decent meal. Try the

Meatballs or the Oxtail for a hearty meal.

 +39 06 5160 7422  Via Giustino de Jacobis 9/15, Rome
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La Pergola 

"One of Italy's Finest"

Overlooking the Eternal City, the legendary La Pergola is set amidst a

breathtaking roof garden. Here diners enjoy the company of panoramic

views of the city along with an unforgettable Mediterranean fare. Helmed

by Chef Heinz Beck, the restaurant boasts of several culinary accolades,

including three Michelin stars. The delicacies on offer here combine the

use of high-quality ingredients and the ingenuity of the chefs. The

attentive service and personalized wine recommendations add to the

exclusivity of the experience. Do reserve a table at La Pergola to indulge

in a mesmerizing treat for your eyes and your palate.

 +39 06 3509 2152  romecavalieri.com/it/la-

pergola-it/

 romhi.lapergolareservation

s@waldorfastoria.com

 Via Alberto Cadlolo 101,

Rome Cavalieri-Waldorf

Astoria, Rome
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Ristorante Toscano "La Mora" 

"Mouthwatering Italian Delicacies"

A menu filled with mouthwatering delicacies and a wine list to

complement it make Ristorante Toscano "La Mora" a hugely popular

Italian restaurant. After getting started with scrumptious dishes like

Tuscan ribollita, you can move on to delicious preparations like veal

piccata with lemon, grilled beef tenderloin, baked sea bream and more.

The pizza options are also numerous, and you can have anything from

eggplant and Gorgonzola to radicchio and parmesan. Homemade desserts

end the meal perfectly.

 +39 06 8620 6613  www.lamora.it/  mauro@lamora.it  Piazza Crati 13, Rome
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Cecilia Metella 

"Try the Scrigno"

If you are craving for some delicious Italian cuisine, surrounded by a

beautiful garden, head to Cecilia Metella for a memorable time. The

ambiance is classy and elegant, suitable for a business meeting as well as

social gatherings. Check out the ziti al prosciutto or the Metella tomb-

inspired specialty pasta, scrigno and you will be surprised for sure.

Accompany your meals with a drink from the stocked bar. For reservations

and more information, call ahead.

 +39 06 513 6743  www.ceciliametella.it/  Via Appia Antica 125, Rome
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